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«Rural-urban divide or continuum?»
On the consequences of female labour migration to Bangkok for rural-urban
interactions in an age of globalisation

Anne Clausen, Cologne

1 Socio-spatial transformations in the context of
migration and globalisation

People have always migrated. Recent globalisation
dynamics, however, significantly alter the conditions
and features of migration. This paper analyses rural-
urban interactions as shaped by female labour migrants
in a globalising Thailand. The central question is how
female migrants in Bangkok constitute space through
their relationships with their rural origin and con-
cisely, whether female labour migration is situated
within a Bangkok - periphery divide or continuum.
The Thai case is particularly interesting because Thai
societal norms, based on Theravada Buddhism, are
often claimed to support female migration better than
other cultures (Osaki 1999; Curran 1998). Specifically,
only the migration streams from the rural towards
Bangkok and its vicinity and the migrants who are
employed in the industrial sector are targeted. In anal¬

ysis one has to consider that the globalisation process
is commonly applied to almost every contested con-
temporary issue and is sometimes (arguably) merged
with other, overlapping debates.

Globalisation Stands, generally speaking, for ever
increasing worldwide networking that takes place
simultaneously at various levels and dimensions. In
its consequence, however, it equally pushes rapid,
unpredictable socio-economic changes, disembedded-
ness and disjunctures, because individual lives, cultures
and identities are caught in-between different places,
networks, the global and the local (Beck 1999; Massey
1994; Appadurai 1996). Likewise Thai female migrant
workers have to meet (1) their roles as industrial work¬
ers in Bangkok. (2) an environment of urban moder¬

nity, and (3) their rural cultural-economic traditions.
As a result, each migrant produces a distinct pattern
of Bangkok-periphery interactions which represent
expressions of contemporary social-spatial transfor¬
mations in Thailand.

The compression of time and space inherent in glo¬
balisation - deterritorialisation - transforms places
from bound items to sets of networks in motion.
Migration is then understood as a System of complex
interrelalionships and interdependencies between two
localities. It becomes the most visible form of rural-

urban interactions (Tacoli 1998).Territoriality is grad-
ually substituted by translocality and globalisation
occurs locally and globally embedded as glocalisation
(Robertson 1998). The wider socio-economic, politi¬
cal, and spatial contexts become interconnected with
the practical experiences of migrants and their fami¬
lies (Werlen 2000). Micro and macro-scales of rural-
urban interactions, which naturally serve as indicators
of interdependence between (people in) geographi¬
cal areas, become closely attached (Ullman 1980).

Altogether, an integrative approach is claimed to best
interlink migration with rural-urban interactions and

globalisation and is thus applied in this study as sche-
matised in Fig. 1 (Robinson 1996; Kelly & Olds
1999).

Female labour migrants encounter globalisation spe¬

cifically while searching for industrial employment
in urban agglomerations like Bangkok. The feminisa-
tion of (industrial) employment and the feminisation
of labour migration in fact demonstrate two sides of
the same phenomenon. As an abundant and cheap
work force, the women represent a major factor for
their country's integration into global markets through
industrialisation - which in turn is often regarded as
the best catalyst for poor countries to catch up with
development (Gosh 1999). As the periphery does not
offer any perspectives to them any more, the women
increasingly move towards the available jobs in the
urban market places of globalisation (Skeldon 1997,

1999). Hence, the female migrant workers are some-
what included in the new world System, but experience
has shown that they are at the same time stripped of
many legitimate rights (Moghadam 1999).

Deterritorialisation jeopardises traditional social struc¬
tures when it generates cross-cultural networks between
people in various localities as opposed by traditional
relations within only one locality. Specifically migrants
have to deal with diverse socio-spatial environments at
the same time (Olwig 1997; Gupta & Ferguson 1997).
In the Thai case at hand, literally the traditional daugh-
ter meets the modern woman. Hence, while moving
between village and city, each migrant must negotiate
not only shifts in space and labour but also shifting
social relations, personal identities, and life-styles. This

process is feared to bring about personal, familial, and
societal conflicts because in a response migrants may
break or retain rural-urban interactions (Appadurai
1996; Stalker 2000).
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ums are significant. too. In this context the new eco¬
nomics of migration concept presumes that the deci¬
sion to migrate is motivated primarily by the household
in order to minimise risks and diversify resources
(Chant 1998; Stark 1991).

Summed up, the paper's objective is to identify, ana¬

lyse and explain the migrants' socio-spatial relation-
ships with the rural against the background of national
and global socio-economic processes. As outlined, the
focus is always on the geography of rural-urban cir¬

culation in Thailand, here on the question: Is female
labour migration situated within a Bangkok-periphery
divide or continuum?

The paper concentrates precisely on certain aspects
of the consequences of rural to urban migration in
its interwoven, globalised Thai context. This is impor¬
tant to note as most existing migration studies - and
Thailand is no exception - deal with matters of induc-
tion or perpetuation of migration. Their understand¬
ing of migration is usually narrower. Here migration is
understood as a socio-spatial more than a strict demo-
graphic process. As such it implies and connects eco¬
nomic, political, social, and cultural dynamics. There¬
fore, the rural-to-urban passage is (at least initially)
perceived as a move from a relatively traditional to
a modern context (United Nations Secretariat New
York 1993). Such approach may imply some stereo¬

types, yet stereotypes help to discern otherwise hardly
recognisable processes (Rapport 1996).

Fig.l: Integrative, multi-perspective approach of the
study
Integrative, multidimensionale Perspektiven der Studie
Perspectives integratives et multidimensionnelles de
l'etude
Draft: A. Clausen

Two characteristics pointing at a rural-urban divide or
continuum are utilised in this paper. The nature and
transformation of migrants' social exchange networks
are the first indicator. Social networks are structures
which link people by a common social, economic or
political interest or Obligation, based on direct per¬
sonal acquaintance. Only social networks of exchange,
however, represent integrative bridges which close
the gap between overall Organisation and individual
action, between the local and the global (Granovet-
ter 1973; Curran 1998). As the second indicator,
the migrants' localised identity, here their perceplions
of belonging and affiliation and where - in the periph¬
ery or in Bangkok - these are located, are examined
(Massey 1994). The household level, i.e. links between
inner-personal and inner-familial divides and continu-

2 Methodology

This article is based on a research study which included
a three-month research period in Bangkok from
November 2000 until January 2001. A mixed research
approach was chosen comprising (1) fourteen problem-
centred and focussed expert interviews, (2) visits to six
industrial areas and trade union centres where eight
female migrant factory workers in three groups were
interviewed, plus (3) the analysis of related statistics.

The interview partners comprise gender, labour, and
migration-specific experts from Thai universities, UN
agencies, and non-governmental organisations. Due
to culture and language barriers, contacts with the
migrants themselves could only be established through
these institutions. This dependency might have caused
somewhat biased insights. Therefore, the study is not
generally transferable.

In January 2002 the research results were presented to
a discussion forum of UN and non-UN Professionals,
many of whom had given interviews in Bangkok. The
experts' feedback is integrated in this article.
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Spatially, the study focuses the Bangkok Metropolis
plus the five neighbouring provinces (altogether the

Bangkok Metropolitan Region, BMR) against the
Southern, Northern, Central and North-Eastern regions
of Thailand. If the urban character is only relevant in
social-cultural terms Bangkok refers to the BMR.

3 National perspectives on rural-urban interactions:
Shifts in labour, gender roles, and space in Thailand

Fig. 2 offers a systematic overview on national dimen¬
sions of rural-urban interactions in Thailand. They
represent the structural arena of female migrants'
changing biographies. Labour-intensive export-ori-
ented manufacturing was - and still is - a key factor
for Thailand's economic transition from a rice-agri-
cultural to a globalised Newly Industrialising Country
(NIC). Between 1986 and 1999 the industrial exports
rose from 55.35% to 84.27%.The gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) growth rate in manufacturing averaged at
high 9% between 1987 and 1995. Globalisation and
industrialisation processes concentrate in Bangkok
and its vicinity: 75% of foreign direct investment, 50%
of GDP production (1998), 62% of all manufacturing
establishments (1999), and 62% of industrial labour-
ers (1999) were located there (Ogena et al. 1997;Thai¬
land Development Research Institute 2000a; Minis¬
try of Labour and Social Welfare 1999). As a result,
macro-economic regional disparities are exacerbated
and opportunities are aecumulated one-sided. Peoples'
movements towards the urban Central Region (i.e.
presumably the vicinity) and Bangkok Metropolis are
intensified (in August 2000 24.5% and 12,7% respec¬
tively ofthe population were migrants) (National Sta¬

tistical Office 2000). Bangkok Metropolis has now
about 10 million inhabitants which total about 16% of
all Thais and 60% of the urban Thai population. It is 33

times bigger than the country's second largest city and
has therefore the highest primaey index worldwide.

Particularly young Single women from the Northeast-
ern and Northern Regions meet the demand for cheap,
flexible and legally unprotected labour force and dom-
inate the rural-to-Bangkok flows. Accordingly, the sex
ratio of interregional migrants in 1997 equalled 173.9
in the Northeast, 126.9 in the North but only 95.3 in
Bangkok (National Statistical Office 1997). In 2000
female workers outnumbered male workers in the five
leading export industries, totalling between 55% and
76% (Gender and Development Research Institute
2000).

As a result, social roles are to an extent being rede-
fined: Traditionally the domestic sphere belongs to
Thai women whereas men deal with all external affairs.
In contrast, as migrants the women often earn their

family's livelihood and represent them in public. They
thereby strengthen their personal and their familial
(community-wide) autonomy and reputation, hence
somewhat experiencing economic and cultural empow-
erment. However, their presence as workers is largely
confined to low-income, unskilled jobs and declines
the higher up the skills and wage ladder they go. For
instance, female workers comprise only 28% in high-
income jobs, opposed by 72% male workers (Gender
and Development Research Institute 1999). Addi-
tionally, health conditions in labour-intensive export
industries are often particularly critical. Many of the
interviewed workers suffered from serious health prob¬
lems because their workload had been disproportion-
ably increased during the last years to keep the factory
competitive - and they reeeive no compensation at all.
Moreover, the high concentration of women in sectors
submitted to the world market enhances their vulnera¬

bility towards rapid structural turnovers. For instance,
they were the main victims of structural adjustments
towards medium-technology and subcontracting pro-
duetions in the beginning 1990s. During the economic
crisis 1997/98 particularly young and little educated
workers in manufacturing, yet not necessarily women,
suffered the most (Ogena et al. 1997; World Bank
Thailand Office 2000).

In geographical terms the economic and mobility proc¬
esses link spatially distant regions. The periphery of
Thailand is integrated in a (macro-) economically func¬
tional System with the mega-city and its vicinity. Bang¬
kok and its surroundings offer employment and par¬
ticipation in the (global) economy while the remaining
four regions, especially the Northeast and the North,
supply a cheap work force and in turn benefit eco¬

nomically from their migrants (Chamratrithirong et
al. 1995; Parnwell & Rigg 1996). Tire economic crisis
1997/98 highlighted the crucial function of this circula¬
tion System through migration as an informal safety net
against the volatility of globalisation. When employ¬
ment in the industrial sector declined at -17.2% and
the GDP growth rate in manufacturing feil to -11.4%
(compared to -3.1% in agriculture and -0.4% in Serv¬

ices), many migrant workers returned home. Although
normal seasonal flows were not exceeded, the rural
economies could not absorb them and forced them
to move back to Bangkok empty handed. Since then
the Thai government has recognised that active rural-
urban interactions, if actively maintained, can create
a dynamic economy and society, improve the living
Standards of the people in both areas, and protect
them in times of need. Accordingly, on the micro-
level, stable family and Community relations are now
regarded as the prerequisite for political, economic
and environmental development (Skeldon 1997; Gray
1999; World Bank Thailand Office 2000; Thailand
Development Research Institute 2000b).
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Fig. 2: National dimensions of rural-urban interactions in Thailand
Land-Stadt-Beziehungen auf nationaler Ebene in Thailand
Relations entre le monde rural et le milieu urbain ä Techelle nationale, en Thailande
Draft: A. Clausen

4 Individual perspectives on rural-urban interactions

4.1 Shifts in social relations, life-styles, and identities
The interviews indicate that most Thai female labour
migrants in Bangkok and their rural families and

communities retain social relationships at least at ini¬
tial stages of the migration process. Through dynamic
exchange networks they communicate material and
immaterial goods as well as Channel more migration.
The major contact points are material remiltances, par-
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ticularly money. Gender-specifically, a higher percent¬
age of women remit higher percentages of their sala-
ries, often more than what they keep for themselves
(Richter et al. 1995; Chamratrithirong et al. 1995).
The women also transfer so-called social remittances,
here behaviours, attitudes and practices. They trans-
mit above all ideas of the urban, modern than-samay-
lifestyle, emphasising consumerism and entertainment.
For explanation experts refer to the Thai Buddhist
image of people possessing what they deserve: In Bud-
dhism life is mainly the responsibility of the individual.
Therefore, merit-making which aims at the collection
of positive karma, is an essential part in the daily rou¬
tine of the Thai. As a consequence - despite sincere
Buddhism rejecting all forms of material possessions -
living conditions, Status, and power justify themselves
and are widely accepted as a manifestation of earlier
actions (Mills 1997, 1999; Richter & Yoddumnern-
Attig 1992).

Other remittances include higher education targets,
political participation, and sewing,Computing, mechan-
ical and business skills. From their rural home-bases,
the migrants receive especially emotional support;
material assistance is usually smaller than the social
remittance streams. Households spend about 25% of
their income to support female migrants while only
17% on their male counterparts (Osaki 1999).

Exchange networks are based on children-parents
relations, Community connections or friendship rela¬
tions. At the family level, interview partners often
explain the existence of exchange links with Buddhist
tradition: Migrants, particularly females, show grati-
tude towards their parents through material remit¬
tances:

«Daughters are usually the ones to take care of the par¬

ents [...] the sons could go to the monkshood to pay debl
of gratilude to their parents. But the girls cannot be a

monk» (expert interview 1).

Thus Thai internal migration funetions as a household
strategy according to the new economics of migration
theory. However, the networks often serve the accu¬
mulation of material Status instead of long-term invest¬
ments. Also, other approaches propose that the women
remit in order to retain their options of returning
home in case of need, i.e. to pursue their self-interests.
On the whole exchange networks reflect both cultur-
ally determined, sex-speeifie family roles and personal,
more utilitarian choiees and guarantee that they (the
migrants and their families) have a back-up System,
either way (expert interview 5; DeJong, Richter &
Isarabhakdi 1996).

When the women visit their rural homes their appear¬
ance (modern clothes, make-up, jewellery etc.) conveys
an idea of modernity and autonomy, here the than-

samny-lifestyle associated with Bangkok. The rural
women feel relatively deprived and follow their more
experienced role modeis in search for the same imag-
ined identity. The globalisation of technology and com¬
munication creates similar bridges for the rural people
to the imagined worlds of Bangkok. The media flows
particularly spread the populär than-samay images con¬

cerning the display of commodities and the meaning of
progress - a possible explanation for their crucial role
in exchange and urban networks (Mills 1997; United
Nations Development Program 1999). As a result,
migration chains develop which perpetuate mobility
and implicitly make the movement less risky and dif¬

ficult. Migration chains may eventually rework tradi¬
tional relations in the new Bangkok environment. So-
called ethnie migrant communities or a kind ofa village
home transplanted arise which are equally part of urban
life and a vivid connection to the rural areas (expert
interview 9).They serve as shields against vulnerability
and homesickness. Interestingly, factory owners were
said to prefer the recruitment of friends and family of
their trusted workers over recruiting agencies because
it was cheaper and more effective for them.

The migrants' sexual, sectoral and spatial concentra¬
tions favour the Constitution of ethnically indepen¬
dent informal friendship networks as well as formal
trade unions. Yet, only about 2% of the Thai private
labour force is unionised. Whereas Status and power
justify themselves in traditional Thai society, western
thoughts of egalitarianism and criticism are not well
accepted. Political passiveness and conflict avoidance
are more typical (Yoddumnern-Attig 1992; Rüland
1998). Therefore, unions' activities of political self-
assertion and empowerment, education and training,
assistance in legal, health, and money matters often
bear new perspectives and personal experiences which

oppose traditional values of the migrants. Besides, the
interviews and field observations revealed that

«among the [union's] key leader they also play a very
active role in terms of to play as a sister. as a adviser, to the

members or to the young generation» (expert interview
12).

In fact, trade unions act as informal Substitute families
for migrants, hence offering hold, advice, and safety.

The question arises whether these urban workers' net¬

works challenge the existence of rural-urban linkages
(and associated ethnie communities) because they rep¬
resent opposing concepts of identity yet offer the
same emotional safety. The Bangkok way of life and
inherent urbanised gender identity focuses on mobil¬
ity, independence, sexuality, consumerism, materialism,
self-assertion and sometimes political activity, whereas
Thai rural life-styles and identities emphasise thrift,
modesty, social harmony, and familial responsibilities
(Curran 1998; Richter 1992; United Nations Devel-
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opment Program 1999). How do the women deal with
their roles as modern women and traditional daughters
and which social sphere do they regard as their home?
Do they produce a continuum or a divide between
their rural and urban existences? There is no straight-
forward answer. Generally, the compression of time
and space facilitates and pushes the migrant's con¬
stant contestations between rural-urban divides and
continuums, between the traditional daughter and the
modern woman. It therefore influences the migrants'
tendency to stabilise, intensify or weaken their rural-
urban interactions (Reynolds 1998).

When filial Obligation levels or outweighs the wom-
an's personal wishes for self-assertion the traditional
daughter dominates. Bangkok life is viewed as an
unfortunate (economic) necessity. The household reg-
istration is kept in the rural home. Urban networks
of a traditional daughter are generally less dense for
they aim at her practical survival and ultimate return.
Contradictory interview Statements revealed, however,
that a traditional daughter may, despite her disapprov-
ing attitudes on the surface, adopt some urban con¬

cepts (see social remittances). Therefore traditional
daughters construct continuous rural-urban interac¬
tions by consciously or subconsciously mixing rural
and urban characteristics within their life-styles and

maintaining intensive linkages until their own return.

Also, migrants can be traditional daughters and view
their sojourn to the stränge urban world as an exciting
temporary encounter before they settle in the prov-
inces. One expert reported from her own research that
most elderly rural people had chosen such an adven¬

ture in order to Upgrade their personal, familial and

community-wide Status.The inherent individual choice
factor in such adventures and its harmonising effect
favour the construction of rural-urban continuums.

Circumstances like marriage, generation differences,
(familial) economic problems, and simply time can
explain why female migrants embrace modernity
(Ogena & DeJong 1999). These women find their
identity, their home, in Bangkok and prefer a than-
samay-hie together with their urban friends and/or
partner over familial commitments. Consequently, they
do not envisage or long for return migration (any
more) and tend to change their official household reg-
istration to the city. As a result of these processes, one
expert claimed, migration

«...has already changed the culture ofthe people. So they
have not rural culture any more. they belong to the urban

culture. So they fit to the [...] luxurious things in Bang¬

kok» (expert interview 11).

Such women may experience and activate two forms
of divide: Firstly, they themselves live through a per¬
sonal divide which ends in the rejection of their former

rural identities. And secondly, they may eventually dis-
card their exchange networks with the rural. Rural-
urban interactions become «... more widening» in a

self-reinforcing process with
«the whole aspect of Bangkok life [becoming] so different
from the rural way of life» (expert interview 3).

The pattern of the translocal migrant was most popu¬
lär with the interview partners and in literature. In face
of the increasing concentration of economic choices
in Bangkok on the one hand and ever-lasting com-
mitment to the province on the other. a translocal
migrant manages an emotional and economic com¬

promise between her traditional and modern role(s).
As Table 1 shows, Bangkok is for translocal migrants
their place of work, of than-samay lifestyle, and of per¬
sonal Status accumulation whereas the rural origin is

their emotional home and place of rest. The latter is

related to the parents, the former Stands for friend-
ships. Translocal women in fact

«think our home is still home. so but. because of we have

to work here and we work already a long time, so this is

like second home [...] Their lifestyle is like a cross-culture.

They have their old culture and then they adapt to a new
culture in a few instants here. But after that when they
return they have to change again with their own culture»

(expert interview 2).
In fact, the migrants lead bi-localised lives. Almost all
migrants follow the translocal pattern at least initially.

A translocal migrant may experience inner conflict
because she feels torn between forces of reality (her
life in Bangkok) on the one hand and commitment
to the rural on the other. In its pragmatic conse¬

quence such inner divide leads to an outside contin¬
uum: Firstly, the woman's rural and urban existences
are functional complements in one overall System of
life and thus shape a rural-urban continuum. Secondly,
the migrants create a connected space of exchanges. To
one expert these processes suggest that

«... maybe the cultural divide is not that great. Could
well be [...] diffusion and divide. it could be valid that the

people don't feel it» (expert interview 9).
In a reverse perspective the rural-urban gap is seen to
be widening because the functional subdivision of the

migrants' socio-spatial environments may reinforce
regional and gender-specific economic roles (see chap-
ter3).

4.2 Thai answers to divide and continuum:
Pragmatism and adaptability

Pragmatism and adaptability facilitate the migrants'
lives across space and distinguish their perception of
dividing situations from Western beliefs. The inter¬
viewed migrants, for example, only stressed typical
Western problems discussed at their unions, like work¬
ers' exploitation and human rights, because the unions
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Rural area oforigin Bangkok

Nothing to do. no work Work
Love
Warmth
Support bv Support by

Familv. parents Friends
Relatives in Bangkok
Trade Union

Backwards Modern
Shopping
Entertainment
Convenience

No money Money

Quiet. smooth. peaceful Fight for lives

Being serious. concentrated
Responsibility for ourselves
Knowledge
Trade union activities/
education

Tab. 1: Associations made by migrants regarding their
lives at their rural origin and in Bangkok, interview
information
Assoziationen der Migrantinnen mit ihrem Leben in
Bangkok sowie ihrer ländlichen Heimat
Associations feiites par les migraines emre leur vie ä

Bangkok et dans leur region d'origine
Source: A. Clausen (2000): Interviews with migrants

had channelled these images to them (being financed
by western donorsj.The women's own problem-aware-
ness might be essentially different:

«It is so easy lo say that these people are disadvantaged
and marginalised and so forth. But you see this is relative.
It is how the woman compares herseif in this setting and

in another selting and which is betler. And my theory is

women make choices as they move alone. They weigh you
know the benefits and cost of each choice» (expert inter¬

view 6).
Labour migration can actually be defined as one of the

ways in which Thai women make use of their opportuni¬
ties. It has its advantages and disadvantages - «That is

simply the way life is» (expert interview 9). Following
the Buddhist idea oikarma Thais are generally less anx-
ious and more accepting (Kraas 1997).Therefore, west-
ernised (policy) approaches are meaningful, yet they
should consider that typical Thai attitudes, and thus the

viewpoint of the people concerned, may be disparate.

With respect to social relations and identities the prac-
ticality of the Thais allows them individual freedom
in actions. They approach relationships with a high
degree of uncomplicatedness and flexibility which in

turn enable them to maintain these ties in times of
economic hardship and high spatial mobility. Hence.

migrants' negotiations of different identities and rural-
urban interactions are eased. Similarly. Thais view the

growing impact of globalisation on the entire Thai soci¬

ety. particularly in terms of the Wesiernisation of Status

values. with pragmatism: They see their Thainess as con-
tinually evolving and globalisation as only one histori¬
cal phase in the Thai tradition of adaptation. Thus, the
translocal life-style of migrants can be interpreted as

one expression of such pragmatic adaptation to glo¬
balisation as well as to the opposing roles of modern
women and traditional daughters. Yoddumnern-Attig
(1992) even argues that Thailand has not experienced a

breakdown of the traditional family unlike many other
Asian countries undergoing industrialisation, globalisa¬
tion and migration processes. Even so, as mentioned
before. the economic and social crisis of 1997/98 chal¬

lenged familial rural-urban safety nets. Returnees could
not be accommodated in the provinces and remittances
declined in value (although they were usually not sus-

pended). Subsequently. many translocal migrants took
on the role of modern women and fought for their rights
together in the city. Thus. the crisis introduced new
forms of social cohesion for migrants mainly in Bang¬
kok vicinity: rural-urban interactions were no longer
important, and familial reliance on them considered too
risky. From a different point of view. however, the com-
paratively calm and non-violent reactions to the crisis
in Bangkok were explained to be rooted in the not-
withstanding persisting influence of social safety and
cohesion. which are traditionally associated with the
rural life-style. on the urban people. Finally. one can say,
that the crisis both intensified the existing rural-urban
divide(s). and encouraged counteractive trends (Kraas
2000; United Nations Development Program 1999).

5 Conclusion

In the structural arena of a (macro) economic func¬

tional System between the four peripheral regions and

Bangkok and its vicinity Thai female labour migrants
negotiate and produce identities of modern women
and traditional daughters and create both rural-urban
divides and continuums. Traditional daughters orien-
tate their way of life towards their rural home and
establish vivid rural-urban exchanges, hence a contin¬

uum. whereas modern women identify with the Bang¬
kok environment only. eventually rejecling all rural-
urban linkages. thereby inducing rural-urban divides.
However. most migrants typically find an in-between-
answer to their in-between Situation: They become
translocal migrants and define their cultural selves

across a geographically fragmented space which they
link through social actions. With their traditional traits
of flexibility and pragmatism they manage not to feel
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torn, i.e. divided between their two homes nor to
be socially disembedded but to belong to two places
simultaneously. They ultimately shape socio-economic
translocal migration Systems, based on family and

friendship as the micro and meso-level counterparts to
the macro-economic regional funetions.

The discourse has shown that the impacts of globalisa¬
tion are always incorporated in local behaviours. The
Thai societal System, the family. and the individual play
equally important roles in rural-to-Bangkok migration
undertaken to mitigate arising instabilities due to glo¬
balisation. Thus, Thai labour migrants' actions across
space and time are expressions of their lives being situ-
ated in the local and the global, they are expressions of
glocalisation.

Summed up, in-between-categories increasingly replace
stereotypical categories of the local and ihe global, the
rural and the urban, and the modern and the tradi¬
tional. Hence, Thai migrants' actions across space and
time fit the complex order of a globalising world in-
between networking and disjunetures.
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Summary:«Rural-Urban Divide or Continuum?» On
the consequences of female labour migration to
Bangkok for rural-urban interactions in an age of
globalisation
On the national level of rural-urban interactions in
Thailand economic globalisation produces spatial. sec-
toral and sexual disparities which trigger female labour
migration from the periphery to industrial employ¬
ment in Bangkok and its vicinity. In geographical terms
these dynamics establish an economic System (or con¬

tinuum) between the periphery and the mega-city. On
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the individual level migrants negotiate shifting iden¬

tities and social relations. Literally the «traditional
daughter» meets the «modern woman». As a result,
each migrant produces a distinct pattern of Bangkok-
periphery interactions. «Traditional daughters» usu¬

ally envisage relurn migration and thus maintain vivid
rural-urban relations. «Modern women» may cut off
the link with the rural in the long run, influenced by
marriage, generation differences, and socio-economic
crises, such as that of 1997/1998. Most typically, «trans¬
local migrants» view Bangkok as their place of work
and Status accumulation yet remain socio-culturally
committed to the rural environment. With traditional
Thai pragmatism they manage not to feel torn and ulti-
mately shape continuous rural-urban relations. Thus,
«in-between» categories increasingly replace stereo¬

types of «the global» and «the local», «the rural-tradi-
tional» and «the urban-modern».

Zusammenfassung: Stadt-Land-Beziehungen im
Wandel - Auswirkungen der Arbeitsmigration
thailändischer Frauen nach Bangkok unter dem
Einfluss der Globalisierung
Die ökonomische Globalisierung vertieft die wirtschaft¬
liche Schere zwischen Land und Stadt in Thailand und
verstärkt die Arbeitsmigration thailändischer Land¬
frauen in die industrielle Beschäftigung nach Bangkok.
Geographisch betrachtet entsteht so letztendlich ein
funktionales Austauschsystem zwischen Megacity und
der Peripherie. Auf individueller Ebene sieht sich

jede Migrantin mit verschiedenen sozialen Welten und
Identitäten konfrontiert: Die traditionelle Tochter trifft
auf die moderne Stadtfrau. Als Folge dieser Auseinander¬

setzungen produziert jede Migrantin distinkte Bangkok-
Peripherie-Beziehungen. Traditionelle Töchter planen
ihre Rückkehr in die Heimat und erhalten Stadt-Land-
Kontakte aufrecht, während moderne Stadtfrauen sich
für ihr städtisches Lebensumfeld entscheiden und ihre
Heimatbeziehung aufgeben. Die Mehrzahl der Migran¬
tinnen wählt den translokalen Mittelweg: Bangkok ist
der Ort ihrer Arbeit und beruflich-persönlichen Qualifi¬
kationen. Dennoch bleiben sie sozio-kulturell mit ihrer
Heimat verbunden. Ihr thailändischer Pragmatismus
hilft gegen innerliche Zerrissenheit und beim Aufbau
stabiler Bangkok-Peripherie-Beziehungen. Zusammen¬
fassend ersetzen Zwischen-Kategorien vermehrt Ste¬

reotypen des Globalen und Lokalen sowie des Ländlich¬
traditionellen und Städtisch-modernen.

Resume: Rapports villes-campagnes en mutation -
Repercussions des migrations de travail de femmes
tha'ilandaises vers Bangkok sous l'influence de la
mondialisation
La mondialisation economique accentue la fracture
entre le monde rural et le milieu urbain tha'i'landais. Elle
renforce aussi les migrations de travail vers les indus¬
tries de Bangkok, affectant les femmes tha'ilandaises. II

s'agit lä, en fin de compte. sous l'angle geographique,
d'un Systeme d'echange fonctionnel entre la megacite et
sa peripherie. A l'echelle individuelle toutefois. chaque
migrante negocie des identites et des relations sociales

mouvantes: la Alle traditionnelle se heurte ä la femme
moderne de la ville. Par suite de cette confrontation,
chaque migrante produit des relations specifiques entre
Bangkok et sa peripherie. Les filles traditionnelles envi-

sagent leur retour dans leur region d'origine et main-
tiennent les contacts entre le monde rural et le milieu
urbain, alors que les citadines modernes se decident

pour l'adoption de leur environnement urbain et renon-
cent ä leurs liens avec leur «patrie» d'origine. La plu¬

part des migrantes optent en faveur de la voie mediane
translocale, Bangkok devenant le lieu de leur travail et
de leurs qualifications tant professionelles qu'indivi-
duelles. Elles demeurent neanmoins liees socio-culturel-
iement ä leur region rurale d'origine. Leur pragmatisme
thai est un support contre le dechirement interieur et en
faveur de la construction d'une vie de relations stables

entre Bangkok et sa peripherie. En resume, les obser¬

vations montrent que les categories intermediaires rem-
placent de facon croissante les stereotypes du global et
du local, ainsi que ceux du traditionnellement rural et
de la modernite urbaine.

Didaktische Hinweise
- What are the consequences in Thailand of the

multi-layered interConnectivity between globalisa¬
tion processes and urban-rural relations?

- Which other group of workers, besides factory
workers, is affected by globalisation processes?
What is their Situation in comparison to the factory
workers?

- What were the socio-cultural effects of the eco¬

nomic crisis of 1997/98? What was the Situation in
Thailand in comparison to the other Southeast
Asian countries? What typically Thai characteris¬
tics are the cause for the different reactions and

consequences to be found here?
- From the point of view of the migrants, their

families, Thai society in general and the economy,
what are the advantages and disadvantages of rural
migration to Bangkok?
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